
Westwood

Constructed from Polycarbonate and 

ABS hybrid, the Westwood’s exterior is 

both durable and lightweight.

All three sizes in the Westwood range 

(20” carry-on, 24” medium checked, 

28” large checked) are equipped with 

a TSA-approved lock, reflexive and 

adjustable telescopic handle in brushed 

metal, and 360° double spinners.

Every American Green Travel suitcase 

goes through rigorous quality 

checks and is covered by a ten-year 

manufacturer defect warranty.

SIZES MATERIAL WHEELS EXPANSION WARRANTYTSA LOCK

20”, 24”, 28” PC & ABS 8 10 years

*All images are prototype renderings. Some differences with the final products may occur. PRIMAUSATRAVEL.COM

Red Navy

Silver Black

SKU: AG900-3E

Brand: American Green Travel



Zephyr

Zephyr’s ABS exterior is lightweight and 

scratch resistant while the wider body 

and expandability mean more packing 

room. The 360° double spinners and 

quick-lock telescopic handle make 

traveling a breeze. 

Available in three sizes (20” carry-on, 

24” medium checked, and 28” large 

checked).

Every American Green Travel suitcase 

goes through rigorous quality 

checks and is covered by a ten-year 

manufacturer defect warranty.

SIZES MATERIAL WHEELS EXPANSION WARRANTYTSA LOCK

20”, 24”, 28” ABS 8 10 years

*All images are prototype renderings. Some differences with the final products may occur. PRIMAUSATRAVEL.COM

SKU: AG901-3E

Brand: American Green Travel

Rose Gold
(Grey trim)

Yellow
(Grey trim)

Blue
(Black trim)

Black
(Black trim)



Santa Cruz

The lightweight and scratch resistant 

ABS exterior of this range has grooves 

and lines that are inspired by the epic 

waves at the beach of Santa Cruz.

All three sizes (20” carry-on, 24” 

medium checked, 28” large checked) 

have a wider body and are expandable 

to maximize the packing space. 

The 360° double spinner and the 

adjustable, quick-lock telescopic 

handle allow the suitcase to roll upright 

or at an angle.

Every American Green Travel suitcase 

goes through rigorous quality 

checks and is covered by a ten-year 

manufacturer defect warranty.

SIZES MATERIAL WHEELS EXPANSION WARRANTYTSA LOCK

20”, 24”, 28” ABS 8 10 years

*All images are prototype renderings. Some differences with the final products may occur. PRIMAUSATRAVEL.COM

Rose Gold Navy

Burgundy Black

SKU: AG902-3E

Brand: American Green Travel



Vortex

The sleek, Art-Deco inspired exterior 

of the Vortex is crafted from lightweight 

and scratch resistant ABS material. 

The carry-on is a standard 20” whilst 

the checked suitcases are on the taller 

side (26” for medium, 30” for large). 

All three sizes can expand for even 

more packing space and are equipped 

with adjustable, quick-lock telescopic 

handle and 360° double spinner 

wheels.

Every American Green Travel suitcase 

goes through rigorous quality 

checks and is covered by a ten-year 

manufacturer defect warranty.

SIZES MATERIAL WHEELS EXPANSION WARRANTYTSA LOCK

20”, 26”, 30” ABS 8 10 years

*All images are prototype renderings. Some differences with the final products may occur. PRIMAUSATRAVEL.COM

Plum Olive

Blue Black

SKU: AG903-3E

Brand: American Green Travel



Sonora

The exterior of the Sonora range is 

constructed from lightweight yet sturdy 

ABS. 

The carry-on (20”), medium checked 

suitcase (24”), and the large checked 

suitcase (28”) can expand to give even 

more packing room. The quick-lock 

telescopic handle can be adjusted to a 

comfortable height and the 360° double 

spinner wheels glide smoothly on 

various surfaces.

Every American Green Travel suitcase 

goes through rigorous quality 

checks and is covered by a ten-year 

manufacturer defect warranty.

SIZES MATERIAL WHEELS EXPANSION WARRANTYTSA LOCK

20”, 24”, 28” ABS 8 10 years

*All images are prototype renderings. Some differences with the final products may occur. PRIMAUSATRAVEL.COM

Silver Burgundy

Olive Black

SKU: AG904-3E

Brand: American Green Travel



Mirage

The unique grooves on the Mirage’s 

lightweight and scratch resistant ABS 

exterior make it instantly recognizable. 

The Mirage comes in three sizes: carry-

on (20”), medium checked (24”), and 

large checked (28). All the suitcases 

feature an expandable interior for more 

packing space, 360° double spinners 

and quick-lock telescopic handle. 

Every American Green Travel suitcase 

goes through rigorous quality 

checks and is covered by a ten-year 

manufacturer defect warranty.

SIZES MATERIAL WHEELS EXPANSION WARRANTYTSA LOCK

20”, 24”, 28” ABS 8 10 years

*All images are prototype renderings. Some differences with the final products may occur. PRIMAUSATRAVEL.COM

SKU: AG905-3E

Brand: American Green Travel

Teal
(Grey trim)

Red
(Black trim)

White
(Grey trim)

Black
(Black trim)


